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  INTRODUCTION

• Neural systems begin to move toward generating longer outputs 
in response to longer and more complicated inputs. 

• Generated texts begin to display reference errors, inter-se                                              
ntence incoherence, and a lack of fidelity to the source material. 

• Introduce a large-scale corpus of data records of basketball 
games paired with descriptive documents. 

• Suggest a series of extractive evaluation metrics to 
automatically evaluate performance.



  DATA-TO-TEXT DATASETS

Setting:

Set of records

Entity:                  Value:                Relation:

Generated text:

Dataset: Gold Summary of 



• Existing Datasets: WEATHERGOV and ROBOCUP 

    Problem: Simple, Short generations, Machine-generated 

• Proposed Datasets: ROTOWIRE and SBNATION 

    Longer target texts, a larger vocabulary space, and 

    to require more difficult content selection

  DATA-TO-TEXT DATASETS



  DATA-TO-TEXT DATASETS



 EVALUATION METHODS

  Shortcomings of current approaches: 

• BLEU:  It primarily rewards fluent text generation, 
rather than generations that capture the most important 
information in the database 

• Human evaluation: Less convenient



 EXTRACTION EVALUATION

extract:  predict:
e.g.,



 COMPARING GENERATION

    Three induced metrics: 

• Content Selection (CS): precision and recall of unique 
relations     extracted from            that are also extracted 
from 

• Relation Generation (RG): precision and number of 
unique relations      extracted from         that also appear in 

• Content Ordering (CO):  normalized Damerau-
Levenshtein Distance between the sequences of records 
extracted from           and that extracted from             



• Base Model 

• Copy-based generation  

• Reconstruction

 NEURAL DATA-TO-DOCUMENT MODEL



• Embedding:             to    

• One layer MLP 

• Source data-records: 

• LSTM decoder with attention and input-feeding 

• Minimize the negative log likelihood of words  

in the gold text          given source material

 BASE MODEL



 NEURAL DATA-TO DOCUMENT MODEL

• Joint Copy • Conditional Copy

COPY: to indicate whether is from the source 



 RECONSTRUCTION  LOSS

hidden state block 

=

Reconstruction Loss for



 TEMPLATED GENERATOR



 RESULT
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• Data-to-text generation: what to say? in what order? how 
to say it? 

• Neural Model Problem: end-to-end, without modeling 
what to say and in what order  

• Propose a neural network architecture which incorporates 
content selection and planning without sacrificing end-
to-end training

  INTRODUCTION



 MODEL

z: content plan



 CONTENT SELECTION GATE



 CONTENT PLANNING

what to say & in what order



 TEXT GENERATION



TRAINING AND INFERENCE



 RESULT

TEMPL: template-based 
ED: Encoder-decoder 
JC: Joint Copy 
CC: Conditional Copy 
NCP: Neural Content Planning 
RG: Relation Generation 
CS: Content Selection 
CO: Content Ordering 
NCP: Neural Content Planning 
CP: Content Planning 
OR: Oracle content plans



• Evaluation metrics are still not sound enough. 
Information extraction itself has inaccuracies. 

• In the future, we can learn more detail-oriented plans 
involving inference over multiple facts and entities 

• Future work on this task might include approaches that 
process or attend to the source records in a more 
sophisticated way 

• There are very few data-to-text tasks and datasets 
explored, more tasks can be put forward.

 CONCLUSION


